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the meaning of capacity is legal competency or fitness how to use capacity in a sentence capacity definition the ability to receive or
contain see examples of capacity used in a sentence capacity meaning 1 the total amount that can be contained or produced 2 someone s
ability to do a particular learn more capacity definition 1 the total amount that can be contained or produced 2 someone s ability to do a
particular learn more the phrase in the capacity of means serving in a specific role or position when someone does a job in the capacity of
something they are doing tasks or duties linked to that role for example if you are hired in the capacity of a teacher you are expected to
teach and guide students capacity describes your ability to do something or the amount something can hold if your bird cage is at full
capacity you can t stuff one more feathered friend in there without causing birdie claustrophobia definition of capacity noun in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more capacity noun kəˈpæsət i
pl capacities of container uncountable countable usually singular the number of things or people that a container or space can hold the
theater has a seating capacity of 2 000 a fuel tank with a capacity of 50 gallons the hall was filled to capacity was completely full the
ability to do experience or understand something she has a great capacity for love capacity noun job a position or job he attended over 100
events last year in his capacity as mayor definition of capacity from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press
translations of capacity in chinese traditional capacity kəpæsɪti word forms plural capacities 1 variable noun oft with poss noun to
infinitive your capacity for something is your ability to do it or the amount of it that you are able to do our capacity for giving care
love and attention is limited for her mental capacity and temperament are as remarkable as his n the ability to receive or contain this
hotel has a large capacity weights and measures the maximum amount or number that can be received or contained cubic contents volume the inn
is filled to capacity the gasoline tank has a capacity of 20 gallons power of receiving impressions knowledge etc noun definition of
capacity 1 as in volume the largest number or amount that something can hold the seating capacity of the school auditorium is 800 people
synonyms similar words relevance volume load area real estate complement cubage space fill burden measure room fullness stowage 2 as in
position noun these are words and phrases related to capacity click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of capacity the hot water tank has a fifty gallon capacity synonyms maximum contents limit extent volume size amplitude room
space the united states has the capacity to outproduce all other nations definition for capacity noun as in volume limit of volume held
compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches quantity scope size space strong matches medical decision making capacity is the
ability of a patient to understand the benefits and risks of and the alternatives to a proposed treatment or intervention including no
treatment capacity defined in a physical sense is the maximum amount that something can contain it is finite in nature like an elevator with
a capacity of 1 500 lbs the same is true of unlike say lebesgue measure which measures a set s volume or physical extent capacity is a
mathematical analogue of a set s ability to hold electrical charge more precisely it is the capacitance of the set the total charge a set
can hold while maintaining a given potential energy math article volume and capacity volume and capacity the measurement of the total space
occupied by a solid is the volume of a three dimensional figure any object that has length breadth and thickness is a three dimensional
figure capacity planning is a strategic process that aligns an organization s available resources with its projected demand it involves a
comprehensive analysis of an organization s workforce tools and production capabilities to ensure that the right resources are available at
the right time to meet customer requirements strategic resource planning the maximum amount of a substance that an object can contain is
known as its capacity the volume of a substance is the measure of the space covered by it on the other hand an object s capacity is nothing
but the amount of space interior to the object which can be filled
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capacity definition meaning merriam webster Apr 03 2024 the meaning of capacity is legal competency or fitness how to use capacity in a
sentence
capacity definition meaning dictionary com Mar 02 2024 capacity definition the ability to receive or contain see examples of capacity used
in a sentence
capacity definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 01 2024 capacity meaning 1 the total amount that can be contained or produced 2
someone s ability to do a particular learn more
capacity english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 31 2023 capacity definition 1 the total amount that can be contained or produced 2 someone
s ability to do a particular learn more
understanding in the capacity of meaning and examples Nov 29 2023 the phrase in the capacity of means serving in a specific role or position
when someone does a job in the capacity of something they are doing tasks or duties linked to that role for example if you are hired in the
capacity of a teacher you are expected to teach and guide students
capacity definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 29 2023 capacity describes your ability to do something or the amount something can
hold if your bird cage is at full capacity you can t stuff one more feathered friend in there without causing birdie claustrophobia
capacity noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 27 2023 definition of capacity noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
capacity noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 27 2023 capacity noun kəˈpæsət i pl capacities of container uncountable
countable usually singular the number of things or people that a container or space can hold the theater has a seating capacity of 2 000 a
fuel tank with a capacity of 50 gallons the hall was filled to capacity was completely full
capacity meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jul 26 2023 the ability to do experience or understand something she has a great capacity
for love capacity noun job a position or job he attended over 100 events last year in his capacity as mayor definition of capacity from the
cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations of capacity in chinese traditional
capacity definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 24 2023 capacity kəpæsɪti word forms plural capacities 1 variable noun oft
with poss noun to infinitive your capacity for something is your ability to do it or the amount of it that you are able to do our capacity
for giving care love and attention is limited for her mental capacity and temperament are as remarkable as his
capacity wordreference com dictionary of english May 24 2023 n the ability to receive or contain this hotel has a large capacity weights and
measures the maximum amount or number that can be received or contained cubic contents volume the inn is filled to capacity the gasoline
tank has a capacity of 20 gallons power of receiving impressions knowledge etc
capacity synonyms 139 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 22 2023 noun definition of capacity 1 as in volume the largest number or amount
that something can hold the seating capacity of the school auditorium is 800 people synonyms similar words relevance volume load area real
estate complement cubage space fill burden measure room fullness stowage 2 as in position
capacity 46 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Mar 22 2023 noun these are words and phrases related to capacity click on any word or
phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of capacity the hot water tank has a fifty gallon capacity synonyms maximum
contents limit extent volume size amplitude room space the united states has the capacity to outproduce all other nations
75 synonyms antonyms for capacity thesaurus com Feb 18 2023 definition for capacity noun as in volume limit of volume held compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches quantity scope size space strong matches
evaluating medical decision making capacity in practice aafp Jan 20 2023 medical decision making capacity is the ability of a patient to
understand the benefits and risks of and the alternatives to a proposed treatment or intervention including no treatment
capacity vs capabilities why organizations should forbes Dec 19 2022 capacity defined in a physical sense is the maximum amount that
something can contain it is finite in nature like an elevator with a capacity of 1 500 lbs the same is true of
capacity of a set wikipedia Nov 17 2022 unlike say lebesgue measure which measures a set s volume or physical extent capacity is a
mathematical analogue of a set s ability to hold electrical charge more precisely it is the capacitance of the set the total charge a set
can hold while maintaining a given potential energy
volume and capacity difference and similarities byju s Oct 17 2022 math article volume and capacity volume and capacity the measurement of
the total space occupied by a solid is the volume of a three dimensional figure any object that has length breadth and thickness is a three
dimensional figure
what is capacity planning types strategies best practices Sep 15 2022 capacity planning is a strategic process that aligns an organization s
available resources with its projected demand it involves a comprehensive analysis of an organization s workforce tools and production
capabilities to ensure that the right resources are available at the right time to meet customer requirements strategic resource planning
difference between volume and capacity with comparison chart Aug 15 2022 the maximum amount of a substance that an object can contain is
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known as its capacity the volume of a substance is the measure of the space covered by it on the other hand an object s capacity is nothing
but the amount of space interior to the object which can be filled
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